Revealed: China Is Funded And
Backed By Wall Street And
Western Corporations
Listen carefully to the video below. Steve Bannon pointedly reveals that
the rise of China to be an existential threat to America is thanks to Wall
Street and Western mega-corporation, which I have been saying for
years.
This is a continuation of a long trend that the West is being destroyed
from within its own ranks. Professor Antony C. Sutton first exposed this
nefarious collusion with his masterpiece books like Wall Street and the
Rise of Hitler, Wall Street and the Bolshevik Revolution, The Best Enemy
Money Can Buy, National Suicide, Trilaterals Over Washington, etc.
Bannon’s solution to ‘back Trump’ is misguided: the solution is to
reject Technocracy, which is embedded within these same
organizations. ⁃ TN Editor
Perhaps out of concern that his former boss might be pushing Robert

Lighthizer and Steve Mnuchin to cave on enforcement, technology
transfers and market access for the sake of securing a deal with Beijing,
former White House Chief strategist Steve Bannon appeared alongside
hedge fund manager Kyle Bass, Wall Street’s most visible China bear, to
try and explain why Washington needs to stick to its guns and make
sure Beijing is held to account for its decades of trade abuses.
Bass, who just the other day distributed his first investor letter in three
years warning about a coming blowup in Hong Kong’s balance of
payments, argued that the immense pressure for Trump to strike a deal
isn’t coming from voters, but from Wall Street and corporate America,
who have abetted Beijing in its efforts to maintain the status quo on
trade – selling out their country in the process.
Drawing attention to something that few political analysts have been
willing to discuss since the US-China trade spat erupted early last year,
Bass broke down China’s lobbying strategy, which we highlighted here.
For years, Beijing has sought to curry favor with individual companies
and industries by granting them piecemeal concessions, mostly in the
form of market access. And since the start of the trade war, Beijing
hasn’t been shy about calling in favors, which is why most of the
American business and financial community just wants Trump to end the
trade war, even if it means settling for a deal that achieves none of
Washington’s objectives on ‘structural reform’, kicks the can on
enforcement to Trump’s successor, and touts promises for purchases of
billions of dollars of agricultural goods instead of meaningful changes.
“All the pressure on Trump to strike a trade deal is coming
from Wall Street and corporate America,” Bass argued. “Look
who fought CFIUS reform…some of the biggest companies in
the US and Wall Street came together to fight it. Steve is right
about who’s fighting…it’s corporate America fighting to get Trump
to do a deal…and China plays that card and they play it better than
anyone else…they open a market to very specific people to court
influence.”
At the. beginning of the interview, Bannon warned that Americans

are underestimating the threat posed by China, bringing up
Huawei, 5G, ‘One Belt, One Road’ and China 2025′. As he repeatedly
warned during the 2016 campaign, China represents “the most
significant existential threat we have ever faced.”
“Look at what they’re doing…they have a geopolitical strategy
to unite theEurasian land mass into one single market then
to force the United States out of the Western Pacific then out
of the Pacific overall. The radical cadre – this is not the
Chinese people – this is about a radical cadre that is taking
charge of the Communist Party led by President Xi…they’ve
been running an economic war against the industrial
democracies for 20 years.”
Questioned about what’s so different about China’s approach to how the
US rose to global dominance almost a century ago, Bannon warned
about Beijing’s system of “predatory capitalism” and “debt traps.”
Meanwhile, corporate America and Wall Street has repeatedly enabled
Beijing.
And by the way, the funding — the entire operation of the Chinese
Communist Party and what they’re running in China is being funded
by Wall Street, which Kyle can walk through, being funded by Wall
Street. And corporate America – remember, PBS or NPR had this
thing the other day about intrusions into stealing Intellectual
Property in American companies. They talked to a Treasury official
went around to 200 companies. Not one company would — had
been stolen from would press charges because they didn’t want to
be blocked out of China. Corporate America today is the
lobbying arm of the Chinese Communist Party and Wall
Street is the investor relations department. You can see this on
President Trump’s — on President Trump’s trade negotiation, which
I say is an armistice on the economic war. When Liu He comes to
the United States, where does he go first?
Both Democrats and Republicans have failed to understand, or willingly
ignored, this threat. But for the first time, the US has a president who
has been willing to take on the Chinese.

“Now we have a whole of government approach to really confront
China on an economic war, this has never happened…the
permanent political class and their paymasters on Wall Street have
owned the political dialogue.”
Asked by CNBC’s Brian Sullivan if he could really blame corporate
America for working with China, citing their fiduciary obligations to
shareholder, Bannon insisted that corporations also have a commitment
to stakeholders like the American people.
Read full story here…

To Hide Surveillance Tech,
Feds Drop Child Porn Cases
It is deeply disturbing that courts are dropping criminal cases in order to
shield the government’s clandestine surveillance software that was used
to bring charges in the first place. The Feds have created public-private
partnerships in order to create a wall of secrecy to hide behind. ⁃ TN
Editor

The Department of Justice has been dismissing child pornography cases
in order to not reveal information about the software programs used as
the basis for the charges.
An array of cases suggest serious problems with the tech tools used by
federal authorities. But the private entities who developed these tools
won’t submit them for independent inspection or hand over hardly any
information about how they work, their error rates, or other critical
information. As a result, potentially innocent people are being smeared
as pedophiles and prosecuted as child porn collectors, while potentially
guilty people are going free so these companies can protect “trade
secrets.”
The situation suggests some of the many problems that can arise around
public-private partnerships in catching criminals and the secretive
digital surveillance software that it entails (software that’s being
employed for far more than catching child predators).
With the child pornography cases, “the defendants are hardly the most
sympathetic,” notes Tim Cushing at Techdirt. Yet that’s all the more
reason why the government’s antics here are disturbing. Either the feds
initially brought bad cases against people whom they just didn’t think
would fight back, or they’re willing to let bad behavior go rather than
face some public scrutiny.
An extensive investigation by ProPublica “found more than a dozen cases
since 2011 that were dismissed either because of challenges to the
software’s findings, or the refusal by the government or the maker to
share the computer programs with defense attorneys, or both,” writes
Jack Gillum. Many more cases raised issues with the software as a
defense.
“Defense attorneys have long complained that the government’s secrecy
claims may hamstring suspects seeking to prove that the software
wrongly identified them,” notes Gillum. “But the growing success of
their counterattack is also raising concerns that, by questioning the
software used by investigators, some who trade in child pornography can
avoid punishment.”

Courts have sought to overcome concerns that scrutiny would diminish
the effectiveness of the software for law enforcement or infringe on
intellectual property rights by ordering only secret and monitored thirdparty review processes. But federal prosecutors have rejected even
these compromises, drawing worry that it’s not legitimate concerns
driving their secrecy but a lack of confidence in the software’s efficacy
or some other more nefarious reason.
Human Rights Watch (HRW) has raised questions about how much data
(not just on defendants but on all Americans) these programs have been
accessing and storing.
In February, HRW sent a letter to Justice Department officials
expressing concerns about one such program, called the Child
Protection System (CPS). TLO, the company behind the CPS system, has
intervened in court cases to prevent disclosure of more information
about the program or independent testing of it.
“Since the system is designed to flag people as suspected of having
committed crimes, both its error rates and its potential to exceed
constitutional bounds have implications for rights,” HRW states. Yet “it
is unclear what information the Justice Department has about CPS’
potential for error (and on what basis).”
Read full story here…

Beware Robot Emotions:
‘Simulated Love Is Never Love’
Humans already have a strong emotional tendency to transfer
attachment to inanimate objects. If robot makers exploit this tendency,
then robot owners may have no idea they are being led into an emotional
addiction. ⁃ TN Editor
When a robot “dies,” does it make you sad? For lots of people, the
answer is “yes” — and that tells us something important, and potentially
worrisome, about our emotional responses to the social machines that
are starting to move into our lives.
For Christal White, a 42-year-old marketing and customer service
director in Bedford, Texas, that moment came several months ago with
the cute, friendly Jibo robot perched in her home office. After more than
two years in her house, the foot-tall humanoid and its inviting, round
screen “face” had started to grate on her. Sure, it danced and played fun
word games with her kids, but it also sometimes interrupted her during
conference calls.
White and her husband Peter had already started talking about moving

Jibo into the empty guest bedroom upstairs. Then they heard about the
“death sentence” Jibo’s maker had levied on the product as its business
collapsed. News arrived via Jibo itself, which said its servers would be
shutting down, effectively lobotomizing it.
“My heart broke,” she said. “It was like an annoying dog that you don’t
really like because it’s your husband’s dog. But then you realize you
actually loved it all along.”
The Whites are far from the first to experience this feeling. People took
to social media this year to say teary goodbyes to the Mars Opportunity
rover when NASA lost contact with the 15-year-old robot. A few years
ago, scads of concerned commenters weighed in on a demonstration
video from robotics company Boston Dynamics in which employees
kicked a dog-like robot to prove its stability.
Smart robots like Jibo obviously aren’t alive, but that doesn’t stop us
from acting as though they are. Research has shown that people have a
tendency to project human traits onto robots, especially when they move
or act in even vaguely human-like ways.
Designers acknowledge that such traits can be powerful tools for both
connection and manipulation. That could be an especially acute issue as
robots move into our homes — particularly if, like so many other home
devices, they also turn into conduits for data collected on their owners.
“When we interact with another human, dog, or machine, how we treat it
is influenced by what kind of mind we think it has,” said Jonathan
Gratch, a professor at University of Southern California who studies
virtual human interactions. “When you feel something has emotion, it
now merits protection from harm.”
The way robots are designed can influence the tendency people have to
project narratives and feelings onto mechanical objects, said Julie
Carpenter, a researcher who studies people’s interaction with new
technologies. Especially if a robot has something resembling a face, its
body resembles those of humans or animals, or just seems self-directed,
like a Roomba robot vacuum.

“Even if you know a robot has very little autonomy, when something
moves in your space and it seems to have a sense of purpose, we
associate that with something having an inner awareness or goals,” she
said.
Such design decisions are also practical, she said. Our homes are built
for humans and pets, so robots that look and move like humans or pets
will fit in more easily.
Some researchers, however, worry that designers are underestimating
the dangers associated with attachment to increasingly life-like robots.
Read full story here…

